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Abstract
The Fermilab Antiproton Source has been in operation sinre October
1985 an&has been used to provide the antiprotons used in a five month
long run of the Trvatron in the Collider mode. The performance of the
Source during t.hat period is reviewed. The Source accumulated antiprcrtons at a rate of approximately
10% of the design value; the causes
for this lower performance are discussed. Improvements in the stochastir
rooling,
the RF systems, and Lhe acceptance of the Accumulator
are de&bed.

I

Performance

The Fermilab Antiproton
Source[ll was commissioned during the
period of March to October 1985. During that first runr21 a total of
9x lUg antiprotons were accumulated and used in the Fermilab Collider;
the run ended with the observation of a handful of proton-antiproton
collisions at 1.6 TeV in the CDF detector.
A second run that started
as an accelerator study period in November 1986, and ended with a
Collider run from February to May 1987 was the first substantial run
of proton-antiproton
colliding heams131, A total luminosity of some
7Dnb’ was accumulated at the CDF (BU) collision point at a centrrof-mass encrgv of IS TcV.
‘I’ahle 1 shows thr hrst achieved performance;
the best stacking ratr
hns been 1.23 x 10’Op per hour. The average stacking rate is of course
lower than this, for a variety of reasons. One of the most important
reasons is that the stacking rate is a function of the stack intensity.
Thus during periods whrn tht: circulating beam in the Accumulator
was iess than 15 x 1O’“p the average over a week for the stacking rate
was .9 x lOtop per hour, a value not inconsistent with the peak rate.
More typical operation involves stacking with more than 20 to 30x 10”
antiprotons in the stack, in which case the stacking rate averaged over
a week drops down to less than .5 x lO”j, per hour.
The rc1iabilit.y of the Source was relatively high; at the end of the
1987 run the Source ran with a sustained stack for 27 continuous days.
The maximum antiproton stark intensity was 37.8 x lll”‘ji, white the
average stack for the period of February to May 1987 was 18.5 x 1O”p.
The last column in ‘I’ahle I is the misaingfarlor
for t.he various.stages
for the antiproton production and collection process. This factor is
d~tkcd as l,hr design performance divided by the actual performance
during May 1987. The missing factor for the first stage reflects the
fart the Main Ring intensity on targr+ was low by a factor of 1.5. The
largest missing factor is in the second stage. The bulk of this factor
can be asrribed14] to a reduced antiproton production cross section by
a factor of 2.5 from what was used for the original estimates. This,
together with the fact that the injection beam tine into the Debuncher
has a transmission of abollt SS%, accounts for almost all of the missing
farlor of 3.11. The necessity to gain part of this missing factor plays
a major role iu determining the improvement program for the Source.
The Inissing factor at. the third stage is due to the inability, given
thr prrsrnt Dehunrhrr RF system, to bunch rotate a 3% momentum
spread beam into a .2% momentum spread beam with full efficiency.
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Increasing the RF voltage generated by the Debuncher cavities wil!
eliminate this inefficiency.
The missing factor at the fourth stage may be due to limited acceptance at the Accumulator
injection orbit; this factor is not wrl!
understood. The factor of 1.05 at the next stage represents the ineffricnry
of the Accumulator
RF st.acking from t.he injection orbit to
the edge of the stack tail stochastic cooling system; in reality it is an
estimated upper limit, since it is diEcult to measure it.
The stacking efficiency shown in Table 1, which is the fraction of the
beam deposited at the edge of the stack tail stochastic cooling system
that is accumulated in the core, is better than design. That number
is partially misleading, since this efficiency is a function of the stack
intensity. The quoted value of 90% for a stack of 18 x 1O’O ‘, drops
below 70% for stacks of 30 x lO”p. This has been explained 6 as being due the limited transverse aperture of the Accumulator at the core
orbit. Transverse heating of the core by the stack tail system and nonoptimum performance of the core betatron cooling systems contribute
to increased transverse emmitance of the core and thus to beam loss.
It should be emphasized that even though the 95% points of the emmitance are well within the machine aperture, the beam distribution
always extends to the limits of the aperture because of the statistical
nature of the cooling process; it is this loss of particles which is prnportional to the gradient of the distribution at the aperture limit that.
limits the stacking rate.
The transverse rmittanres of the core as a fund ion of core intensity
are shown in fig. 1; they are smaller than the design values. This is a
necessity, since the Main Ring transverse acceptances are 2n mm mrad
and 1~ mm mrad (horizontal and vertical). The longitudinal density
as a function of core intensity is shown in fig. 2. The density is lower
than the design density; trade-off between the longitudinal density and
the transverse emittance would have allowed for a higher longitudinal
density. Such adjustments have not been tried because of the need for
small transverse emittance.

II

Improvements

A variety of improvements have been considered for the Antiproton
Source, a general overview with some emphasis on the longer term
improvements can be found in ref. [3]. Thus in this section we will
concentrate on the improvements that have either been completed or
arc being implemented.
Fermitab has just commenced another long
run for colliding beam physics; WC have devoted considerable effort
during the last few months trying to improve the performance of the
Antiproton Source.
The Dcbuncher RF cavities are being upgraded by installing new
higher power amplifier tubes. When completed, this upgrade will double the available RF voltage in the Debuncher and will allow the bunch
rotation of a beam with Ap/p = 4% to Ap/p = .Z% (i.e. an increase
of 4/3=1.33).
In order to cope with the increased cycle rate required for the n&ibatch model31 the cooling rate for the Debunchrr transverse stochastic
cooling system@l171 has to be increased. This has been achieved by
using a notch filter at the revolution harmonic. This notch filter uses
single mode optical fiber as the delay element and suppresses the undesirable noise between the betatron Srhottky sidebands. For a notch
depth in excess of 20db the signal to noise ratio will improve by ap-
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proximately a factor of two. The improvement in the transverse cooling
rate is shown in fig. 3.
In the Acwmulator
WC have
made some improvements
in the
slochastic roolint: systrrns. All the Accumulator rI~rt.rodr arrays have
been reworked, this was necessitated by the fact that some electrodes
failed during the thermal cycling associated with the vacuum bakeout
and fell into the path of the beam. Undesirable parasitic modes in
thr ror~ Mat ran pickup arrays have ttcru r4iminaf.ed by the judicious
~~lnrrmenl of resistive microwave* altsr.lrttrrs. ‘1%~ horizontal sidehand
Srhottky signal exhibiting optimal signal suppression with the cooling
system on (6db) is shown in fig. 4 (to be compared with fig. 5 of ref.
igi).
The Arcumula~or apertnrr has been explored and a marked drop of
the horizorrtd nprrture at the core has been corrected by rpduring the
horizontal dispersion at thr low dispersion straifiht srrt ions. This ad
just,mrnt, rarrird out by adjusting 1.51rquadrupole eurrmt.s, corrected
the lattice and brough6. it. very close to the design one. The vertical
dispersion wqz aIS0 rorrectrd by rntaling two r(rEUfrll6)~~les, and the vertiral aperture was partially improved by realigning R bending magnet.
‘I’hc horizont,at ntwrlure, before and after corrections,
is shown in
fig. 5. We rxprrt t.tmt them adjustments wilt allnw for a mu& higher
stacking rntr at hi&
stark intensities.
In tests
wtwre
protons WP~P
used to exercise the stochastic cooling systems protons were successfutty stacked with a stack of 90 x ICI’~~? and the stacking rate did nnt
show a dramatic drtrp as a funclion of stark int.~nsi~.y.
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Conclusions

The Fermilab Antiproton Source has operated successfully, stacking
antiprotons at a rate lower by a factor of 8.2 than the design value.
Almost half of this factor can he attrihuled
to factors outside the
Source proper (lowrr antiproton production cross section and rrdurrtl
Main Ring intensity). With the improvements already implemented we
expert to a6 least double the stacking rate. Longer I.erm improvements
described in [3] will allow for a stacking rate of 2 x ltl”p per hour,
which will he twirr I he original design rate.
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Figure 4: Horizontal Schottky sidebands in the Accumulator core hrtatron cooling s,vsl.~rn. tipper trace: cooling off, Lower trace: cooling
on. Vertical axis Zdb/div; horizontal axis span I h4Hz; the central
peak is the 4471’th revolution harmonic.
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Table 1: Antiproton Stacking Rate Statistics
unless ot.herwise indicated).

1.23 x 10”

8.2

(entries are per MR. c:

